“Trapped” Literary Analysis Paragraph CFA

I CAN support a claim.
This includes:

- introducing evidence with appropriate context
- incorporating evidence using correct MLA citation
- logically explaining how my evidence supports claim

Procedure:
1. Read “Trapped” for understanding.
2. Choose one of the following questions to answer. Reread and annotate the text, looking for details that help you answer the question.
   a. In the scrimmage when Ricky dunks, why does Lance just let him go?
   b. Why does Ricky feel like he is trapped by Lance in the car?
3. Write a paragraph stating your response and explaining it using the guidelines below.

Independently Proficient:
- contextualize paragraph with author, title, and brief summary
- state your claim
- introduce a quote in context (speaker, what’s going on, when it’s said, whom they’re talking to)
- incorporate quote correctly using in-text MLA citation
- explain significance of quote, logically proving your claim
- create logical connections with transitions

On the Right Track:
- contextualize with author and attempted summary
- state your claim
- at least partially introduce quote (at least two of four from above)
- incorporates quote correctly and attempts MLA citation
- explain significance of quote
- connect ideas logically

Needs More Support:
- missing one or more of “on the right track” bullets

Students who are exceeding expectations will be taught additional lenses, such as word choice, symbol, and structure to more deeply examine text.